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We report on the surface-sensitive grazing emission X-ray fluorescence technique combined with synchrotron radiation
excitation and high-resolution detection to realize depth-profile measurements of Al-implanted Si wafers. The principles
of grazing emission measurements as well as the benefits offered by synchrotron sources and wavelength-dispersive
detection setups are presented. It is shown that the depth distribution of implanted ions can be extracted from the
dependence of the X-ray fluorescence intensity on the grazing emission angle with nanometer-scale precision provided
that an analytical function describing the shape of the depth distribution is assumed beforehand. If no a priori
assumption is made, except a bell shaped form for the dopant distribution, the profile derived from the measured
angular distribution is found to reproduce quite satisfactorily the depth distribution of the implanted ions.

Introduction

The advances made over the last decade in the semiconductor
industry are essentially because of the miniaturization of devices.
Currently, the smallest commercially available devices are based
on the 32nm manufacturing process. Indeed, decreasing feature
sizes offers the chance to further enhance the device speed and
to design more and more complex integrated circuits leading,
nowadays, to ultra large scale integrated circuits with more than
a billion transistors. Moreover, the production cost per device unit
and the power consumption decrease with the device size.
However, in order to keep the aspect ratio of the devices constant,
this down-scaling implies shorter channels and, therefore,
increased leakage currents. This short-channel effect can be
suppressed by designing devices based on ultra-shallow junctions,
with junction depths of several tens of nanometers. For semicon-
ductor doping based on ion implantation, this means that lower
implantation energies need to be used. This, however, reduces
the efficiency of the implantation process: because of space-charge
effects the beam current is limited, resulting in longer production
times. Also, the necessary consecutive thermal annealing to
activate the dopants may cause the implanted ions to diffuse.
Alternatives to ultra-low energy ion implantation combined with
rapid thermal annealing are plasma ion immersion implantation[1]

and cluster ion implantation,[2] which profits from the decreased
charge density of the implanted molecules but produces more
damage.
Independently of the implantation technique, the profiling of

narrow junctions is quite challenging but necessary to survey the
manufacturing processes and assist in further developments. The
most common depth profiling technique, secondary ion mass
spectroscopy (SIMS), struggles with the characterization of the

depth and concentration distribution of dopants located within
the first few nanometers below the surface. Despite recent
progresses[3] SIMS suffers from the formation of a transient region:
until an equilibrium regime between the implanted and sputtered
ion yields is established, SIMS delivers unreliable results. Therefore,
SIMS, which is usually a very precise depth profiling technique, has
difficulties to fully characterize narrow depth distributions located
within the first tens of nanometers below the surface. Other depth
profiling techniques like Auger electron spectroscopy or X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy are surface sensitive, the upper limit
of 5–10nm corresponding to the mean free path of the electrons,
but have either difficulties or are unable to quantify the implanted
species. The depth resolutions of high resolution Rutherford
Backscattering and medium energy ion scattering have been
improved, but both suffer from their low sensitivity towards low-Z
elements.

Depth profiling methods based on X-ray fluorescence (XRF) like
grazing emission X-ray fluorescence (GEXRF) have the great
advantage to be non-destructive. Furthermore, these techniques
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are sensitive enough to detect trace amounts of impurities on the
wafer surface or in the bulk.[4,5] Depth profiling of implanted
dopants by means of GEXRF is possible because of the refraction
of the emitted fluorescence X-rays at the flat, polished sample
surfaces. By observing the XRF intensity under different exit angles
in the vicinity of the critical angle of total reflection, different depth
regions are probed. The critical angle of total reflection is of the
order of a few milliradian and depends on the density and the
atomic number of the substrate, as well as the energy of the XRF
line. Consequently, as it will be shown in this paper, the depth
distribution of implanted ions can be reconstructed by measuring
the intensity dependence of an X-ray emission line from the
implanted species on the grazing exit angle defined relatively to
the flat target surface.

Alternatively, an XRF based depth profiling approach can also be
realized with grazing incidence XRF (GIXRF)[6] or by combining
GIXRF and SIMS approaches.[7] GIXRF and GEXRF are physically
equivalent in the sense that the refraction effect takes place on
the same interface but from different incidence directions and for
different X-ray energies (photon beam energy or fluorescence
energy). Thus, similar results are to be expected from both
techniques. In GIXRF, the XRF intensity is observed as a function
of the incidence angle of the highly collimated monochromatic
primary photon beam that is totally externally reflected for
incidence angles below the critical angle. The different depth
regions can be probed by varying the incidence angle. This
modifies the X-ray standing wave field on top of the sample surface
and the penetration range of the incident photons. Experimentally,
GIXRF has a large solid angle of detection because the energy
dispersive detector can be mounted close to the target surface.
Consequently, GIXRF offers about one order of magnitude better
detection limits for trace impurities compared with GEXRF.[8]

However, GIXRF setups are not versatile with respect to the type
of the primary beam, and it is not possible to combine them
with wavelength-dispersive detection setups to profit from the
advantages related to the high energy resolution offered by
the latter.

GEXRF methodology

The concept of grazing emission was first introduced in 1983.[9]

Different applications based on this technique have been realized
since in cultural heritage,[10] detection of trace elements[11] and
contaminants on Si surfaces,[12] thin-layer analysis,[13] and analysis
of surfaces.[14] GEXRF permits a multi-elemental analysis and a
specification of the deposition type, respectively contamination,
in terms of quantity and structure (bulk, layers and films, residual
particles). The operational principle of GEXRF consists in measuring
the evolution of an excited XRF line around its critical angle of total
reflection. As it can be seen in Fig. 1, only the first few nanometers
in the depth direction contribute to the measured intensity for exit
angles below the critical angle. For this angular range, X-rays emit-
ted by atoms located further away from the surface are considered
as plane waves, which, when arriving at the sample-vacuum inter-
face, are refracted according to the Fresnel laws of diffraction. Be-
cause the refractive index of solid samples is smaller than unity
for X-rays, the detection setup is insensitive to X-rays emitted far
from the sample surface. This results in a considerably enhanced
surface sensitivity as the contribution of the bulk atoms to the
fluorescence signal to the detected intensity is suppressed due to
the refraction away from the flat, polished sample surface upon

the transition of the sample-vacuum interface. For exit angles larger
than the critical angle of total reflection, the detection setup
becomes sensitive to X-rays emitted deeper inside the target
(Fig. 1). In this angular range, the accessible depth region is limited
by the self-absorption of the emitted X-rays: because of the grazing
emission angle, the exit path of the emitted X-rays is quite large
and varies with the sine of the exit angle. Different exit angles pro-
vide thus information from different depth regions allowing in prin-
ciple to reconstruct the distribution of the emitting atoms.

For illustration, the variations of calculated angular profiles for
different dopants implanted at 1 keV into a Si wafer are shown in
Fig. 2. Because the critical angle, corresponding to the steep
increase of the detection depth curve (Fig. 1), varies as the inverse
of the emission energy, the most pronounced features are concen-
trated at smaller exit angles and in narrower regions with increas-
ing emission energies. A good angular resolution for GEXRF setups
is therefore mandatory.

In GEXRF setups, the target is usually irradiated perpendicular to
the surface. The primary beam can be either provided by an X-ray
tube,[15] an electron gun,[16] a particle accelerator,[17] or a synchro-
tron radiation (SR) source as reported in this paper. Indeed, one of

Figure 1. Evolution of the extinction length with the exit angle for selected
X-ray fluorescence lines of different n-type (gray) and p-type (black) dopants
implanted in a Si wafer. The extinction length is the depth after which the
intensity has dropped by a factor e�1. It gives an estimate of the sample
depth at which implanted dopants still contribute in a significant way to
the production of the measured X-ray fluorescence signal.

Figure 2. Calculated angular profiles for different typical dopants
implanted at 1 keV into Si. The angular profiles depend on the dopant
distribution and the energy of the emission line. For increasing emission
energies, the angular profiles get narrower, which implies that for some
elements, the La is preferred to the Ka line. The peak height depends on
the absorption of the emitted X-rays in bulk Si.
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the advantages of GEXRF is its independence on the primary beam
used to produce the fluorescence radiation. For depth profiling
applications, photon based excitations are more convenient
because of the larger penetration ranges. SR offers, besides the
energy tunability, a high incident flux on the sample. Consequently,
low detection limits can be achieved.[18] Furthermore, SR sources
can deliver focused and collimated X-ray beams, which can be
easily combined with grazing emission setups to realize spatially
mm-resolved measurements. Elemental surface maps of the
contaminant or dopant distribution in terms of location and
concentration can thus be obtained. The feasibility of such elemen-
tal mapping was demonstrated in.[18] At SR sources, GEXRF can be
combined in addition with X-ray absorption spectroscopy that
allows to study, for example, the local electronic structure of
implanted dopants.[8,19] SR enhances, thus significantly, the
versatility of possible GEXRF applications.
Grazing emission measurements are point-by-point measure-

ments, the change of the exit angle being usually realized by
moving a light weighed energy-dispersive detector on a circle
centered on the fluorescence spot on the sample surface (Fig. 3)
or by rotating the sample. The advantage of the first option is a
constant incidence angle of the primary beam. As for multilayer
samples, oscillations due to interferences of multiply reflected
X-rays are observed in the angular profiles,[20] the exit angles
should be varied in steps of about 0.2mrad. The angular resolution
depends on a double slit collimator system and the detector
distance from the fluorescence spot. Reported angular resolutions
are of the order of milliradian. The surface sensitive characteristics
of the grazing emission geometry counterbalance the small solid
angles of detection, especially if combined with an intense primary
beam as delivered by SR sources.
Because the solid angle of detection of grazing emission setups

is small, the energy-dispersive detector can be replaced by a
wavelength-dispersive detection setup, where a collimation of the
fluorescence radiation is realized by the dispersive element. The
advantage is a higher energy resolution, which results in a greater
sensitivity to chemical states when measuring X-ray emission lines
from a valence shell. A good separation of the many L-lines of mid-
Z elements and/or M-lines of heavy elements can also be achieved.
The background is usually considerably lower for wavelength-
dispersive setups, resulting in an improved signal-to-background
ratio and thus an increased sensitivity, especially for low-Z
elements. The combination of the grazing emission geometry
with a wavelength-dispersive detection setup is presented in the
following section.

Instrumentation and measurements

The measurements of Al-implanted Si wafers were carried out with
the high-resolution von Hamos crystal X-ray spectrometer of the
University of Fribourg,[21] which was installed at the European
Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) ID21 beamline. The primary
beamwas produced by a wiggler andmonochromatized by Ni/B4C
multilayers, and two Si mirrors tilted at an angle of 12mrad with re-
spect to the incident radiation. The beam size was defined by a
2mmpinhole, and the fluxwas about 2� 1011 photons per second.
For the measurement of the Si–Ka fluorescence line, beam energy
of 2.000 keV was chosen, whereas for the Al–Ka fluorescence line,
the selected beam energy was 1.582 keV. Because both energies
were just above the K absorption edges of the considered
elements, we could profit from the large photoelectric cross-
sections. In addition, for the measurements of the Al–Ka line, the
choice of the photon energy allowed to avoid the background
contribution from the strong Si–Ka fluorescence line and also,
because of the high resolution of the spectrometer and the
energy-tunability of the SR source, to separate the Al–Ka fluores-
cence line from the Resonant Raman scattering of the Si L-shell.[22]

The excellent background conditions for different exit angles
can be seen in Fig. 4. Note that the combination of beam energy
tunability and high energy resolution detection is very helpful, if it
comes to extracting the signal from a trace element of atomic
number Z located in (or on) a bulk material with atomic number
Z+1.[23] In the case of Al on Si, we achieved, in this way, a direct
detection limit (i.e. without any pre-concentration technique) of
4� 1012 atoms per cm2.[24] For other trace elements, similar direct
detection limits were obtained.[18]

For the measurements of the Si and Al–Ka lines, the von Hamos
spectrometer was equipped with an ammonium dihydrogen
phosphate ADP (101) crystal (2d=10.642Å) cylindrically bent to a
curvature radius of 25.4 cm. The detector was a back-illuminated
coupled charge device (CCD) camera (1340� 400 pixels of
20� 20mm2 each, read-out speed 1MHz) allowing for a position-
sensitive detection. Originally, this spectrometer was not designed
for realizing grazing emission experiments. However, the grazing
emission conditions can be straightforwardly fulfilled. Indeed, only
fluorescence X-rays that hit the crystal planes at the Bragg angle,
defined by the energy of the X-rays and the crystal lattice spacing,
are refracted towards the detector. Therefore, the diffracting crystal
planes define with respect to the target surface, an emission
direction for the detection of the selected emission line. Grazing
emission conditions are thus achieved by turning the flat target

Figure 3. Comparison of a standard grazing emission X-ray fluorescence (GEXRF) setup with the presented SR-based high-resolution GEXRF setup.
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surface close enough to this emission direction (Fig. 3). In this
configuration, a fixed target position corresponds to a fixed exit
angle and angular profiles are obtained by recording the intensity
of the selected XRF line at different target positions. The samples’
rotation axis is parallel to the sample surface and perpendicular
to the incident beam direction. The crystal and detector positions,
which depend on the fluorescence line to be measured and which
define the solid angle of detection, are kept fixed while recording
the fluorescence intensity for different exit angles. The exit angle
can be varied with an excellent reproducibility by a steppingmotor
with a minimum step size of 40mrad. The exit angle is only
controlled on a relative scale and not on an absolute scale. A
reference position is thus needed to associate to the different
target positions, the corresponding exit angles. For the Al-
implanted Si wafers, the calibration of the angular scale is realized
with the critical angle of the Si–Ka line, which is the same for bulk
Si and implanted Si wafers, provided that the implantation fluence
is low enough to not alter the optical properties of Si. For the
present measurements of the Al–Ka and Si–Ka lines, this condition
is satisfied.

As in the von Hamos geometry, the CCD covers a given range of
diffraction angles, and because the exit angle is defined with
respect to the Bragg angle, for a fixed target position, the exit angle
varies on the CCD along the dispersion direction. In order to obtain
angular profiles with a sufficient angular resolution, regions of
interest are defined on the CCD in both the horizontal and vertical
directions. The vertical restriction is needed as the sample surface
may not be perfectly perpendicular to the dispersion axis. Note
that, in choosing the regions of interest, a compromise between
intensity and angular resolution has to be made.

In order to reconstruct the depth distribution of the implanted Al
ions, the Al–Ka line was measured for a total of 100 s at 100
different exit angles with a step length of 0.4mrad, whereas the
Si–Ka line was measured for 20 s at 40 different positions in steps
of 1mrad. These measurements were realized for nine different
Al-implanted Si wafers, the implantation energies being 1, 5, 10,
15, 20, 25, 30, 50 and 100 keV and the implantation fluence
1016 atoms/cm2. The latter three samples were prepared at the
Institute of Electronic Materials Technology in Warsaw, Poland,
the implantations at lower energies than 30 keV were realized at
the Ion Beam Physics and Materials Research Institute at the
Forschungszentrum Dresden-Rossendorf in Germany.

Results and discussion

The depth profiling capabilities of the presented SR-based high-
resolution GEXRF method are discussed in the succeeding text for
the case of the Al-implanted Si wafers. The experimental angular pro-
files were fitted using the equation for implanted samples from[20]:

I fð Þ � t0j j2
Z z0

z1

N zð Þ � e�2Im kzð Þ z0�zð Þ � MRj j2dz; (1)

where |t0|
2 represents the change in the field strength upon the

transmission of the emitted fluorescence X-rays across the sample-
vacuum interface, z0 and z1 the depth coordinates of the front and
rear surfaces, N(z) the dopant distribution (Fig. 5), and the exponen-
tial the absorption of X-rays in the sample. The refractive index n
depends on the wavelength l of the fluorescence radiation,

kz ¼ 2p=l�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2 � cos2f

p
, where f is the exit angle, and MR

stands for multiple reflections. The latter, however, can be neglected
because there is only one sharp interface, the sample-vacuum inter-
face, where the emitted X-rays are refracted. The aim of the fitting
procedure was to determine N(z), the depth distribution of the
implanted ions. The Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter (SRIM)[25]

calculations for Al implantations in Si suggest using a Gaussian to
fit the angular profiles, the center and the width of the Gaussian be-
ing the free parameters. To elude the dependence on the starting
values of the fit, each experimental angular profile was fitted
several times with a least squares fitting method, and the mean of
the returned values was taken as the final result for the considered
sample. The standard deviation s of the returned values for both
parameters allows to estimate the accuracy of the numeric values
for the center and thewidth of each distribution.With this approach,
very precise results in good agreement with SRIM calculations were
obtained.[26] In order to verify that the use of a Gaussian for N(z) was
the best choice, the angular profiles were also fitted with an
asymmetric depth distribution, joined half Gaussians. The results of
the fits of the angular profiles with both types of curves together
with the accuracy estimation are shown in Table 1. The central
positions of the peaks are for almost all the samples in an excellent
agreement and have comparable accuracies, whereas the widths for
the joined half Gaussians differ by about 1% or less and are very
close to the widths of the simple Gaussians. Except for the samples
implanted at 1 and 100 keV, the widths of the first half Gaussian
are larger than the widths of the second one. The accuracy is how-
ever much better for the second half Gaussian than for the first
one for which the values returned by the fitting procedure show

Figure 4. Experimental Al–Ka fluorescence X-ray spectra of the 10 keV
Al-implanted Si wafermeasured at different exit angles, below, in the vicinity
and above the critical angle (see arrows in the inset representing the
corresponding angular profile). Extremely clean background conditions
were obtained with our SR-based high-resolution setup.

Figure 5. Definition of the parameters used in Eqn 1.
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a s of about 30%. In all but one case, the widths of the second
half Gaussian correspond to the widths of the simple Gaussian
distributions and are retrieved with a similar accuracy. The surface
concentrations obtained with joined half Gaussians are thus
slightly larger, but the large relative error of the width of the first
half Gaussian needs to be considered. The fits of the angular pro-
files are of the same quality for both types of distributions, show-
ing that the initial choice of a symmetric distribution suggested by
theory was well founded. Indeed, the angular profiles resulting
from the fit with a Gaussian or joined half Gaussians are overlap-
ping except in the region around the critical angle for the sample
implanted at 1 keV, the sample where the absolute (and relative)
difference between the central positions is the largest (Fig. 6).
The depth profiles extracted from the fits of the angular intensity
curves corresponding to the samples implanted at 1 and 20keV
are depicted in Fig. 7. As shown, for both samples, a quite good
agreement is observed between the experimental distributions
and the theoretical ones obtained from SRIM calculations.[25]

In an alternative approach, the depth distributions of the
implanted ions were extracted without any other a priori knowl-
edge than the expected bell-shaped distribution. To this end, a
triangular shape with regularly spaced points was first adopted to
fit the experimental angular profiles. The aim was to determine
the approximate depth region of the dopant distribution and its
maximum concentration. A triangular shape seemed to be reason-
able because, in general, implanted ions show (asymmetric) bell-
shaped distributions. A different polygonal shape can be assumed

if specific conditions, like a bimodal distribution, need to be
satisfied. Actually, different bell-shaped polygonal shapes resulted
in comparable final results, so that it can be assumed that the
choice of the initial shape is not crucial. In the next step, only the
depth coordinates zi (i=1, . . .,p) of the p points of the initial
triangular distribution were allowed to vary within certain limits
to improve the fit of the experimental angular profile, the concen-
tration values N(zi) being kept fixed. The linear interpolation of the
obtained set of point coordinates (zi,N(zi)) was used as input to start
an iteration process. In each iteration step, the depth resolution was
improved by fitting the experimental angular profile with an
increased number of points p in the depth distribution curve
returned by the preceding iteration step. The concentration values
N(zi) of the initially regularly spaced points and subsequently the
depth coordinates zi were allowed to vary within given limits
defined by the starting values for the coordinates of each point
and its immediate neighbors. This iteration process was stopped
when the precision of the obtained point coordinates could not
be improved further. As an example, the first result (triangle) of
the fitting procedure is displayed in Fig. 8 together with the final
result, the fit with joined half Gaussians and the SRIM predictions
for the 25 keV Al-implanted Si sample. The agreement with the
theoretical depth distribution is quite good, the peak positions
are quite close to each other, and the overall shapes are similar.
The tails of the extracted depth distributions are, however, wider

Figure 6. Comparison of the angular profiles returned by the fitting
approach with a Gaussian and joined half Gaussians for the samples
implanted at 1 keV and 20 keV, respectively.

Figure 7. Experimental depth distributions extracted from the fits of the
angular intensity curves shown in Fig. 6 (see also Table 1 for numerical
values). The theoretical Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter (SRIM)
curves are shown for comparison. The curves have been scaled to the
nominal implantation fluence of 1016 at/cm2.

Table 1. Comparison of the experimentally extracted depth distributions using Gaussian and joined half-Gaussian functions

EImpl CGauss Chalf-Gauss WGauss W1, half-Gauss W2, half-Gauss

1 4.01 (0.49) 4.44 (0.73) 1.92 (0.03) 1.9 (0.7) 1.96 (0.10)

5 9.32 (0.15) 9.32 (0.13) 5.67 (0.03) 5.7 (2.0) 5.67 (0.03)

10 18.3 (0.2) 18.3 (0.2) 9.53 (0.03) 9.9 (3.2) 9.53 (0.03)

15 23.1 (0.2) 23.1 (0.2) 12.38 (0.03) 12.5 (4.3) 12.38 (0.03)

20 32.7 (0.4) 32.7 (0.3) 16.51 (0.03) 17.0 (6.1) 16.51 (0.03)

25 43.4 (0.4) 43.4 (0.4) 19.6 (0.1) 19.8 (6.9) 19.6 (0.1)

30 56.8 (0.6) 56.8 (0.4) 24.1 (0.1) 24.2 (8.3) 24.1 (0.1)

50 82.1 (0.4) 82.1 (0.5) 35.3 (0.1) 36.1 (12.3) 35.3 (0.1)

100 169.0 (0.7) 169.0 (0.5) 61.0 (0.2) 60.2 (20.6) 61.0 (0.1)

The implantation energy EImpl of the Al ions is given in keV. C stands for the center,W for the width, both in units of nm. The index 1 for the width of
the joined half-Gaussians represents the depth region extending from the surface to the center, the index 2 indicates the further depth region. The
values in parentheses stand for the standard deviation s of the results retrieved by the described fitting procedures (see text).
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than those of the theoretical one. This could be due to dopant
diffusion following the implantation or it indicates an overestima-
tion of the distribution tails by the fitting procedure. In the latter
case. the determined junction depth, an important parameter for
the microelectronic industry, would be too large. Nevertheless,
because the shape of the depth distribution is not fixed before-
hand, this approach may be promising to detect possible dopant
diffusion in thermally annealed samples compared with as-
implanted samples because the width or straggle of the distribu-
tion is not described by a single parameter. The angular profile
corresponding to the final distribution obtained from the iteration
procedure is depicted in Fig. 9. For comparison, the experimental
data and the results of the SRIM calculations are also plotted. As
shown, a quite good agreement is observed in both cases.

Concerning the quantification of the implanted dopants, the
fluorescence intensity for exit angles far above the critical angle
depends directly on the number of emitting atoms (Fig. 2). Equiv-
alently, the area of the extracted depth distributions can be con-
sidered. The samples were found to be implanted within � 10%
with the same fluence. This error could be reduced by measuring
at a well-defined exit angle, far above the critical angle, the XRF
intensity with better statistics. However, for both approaches, in

order to obtain absolute numbers, a reference sample with certi-
fied implantation fluence is needed.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the presented method profits from the advantages
offered by synchrotron radiation, high energy resolution, and the
grazing emission geometry to realize, despite the small solid angle
of detection, depth-profiling measurements of Al-implanted Si
wafers with a reasonable XRF yield excellent background condi-
tions and a good angular resolution. From the measured angular
profiles, it is possible to extract with great accuracy the depth distri-
bution of implanted dopants by either assuming a given analytical
shape derived from SRIM predictions for the distribution or by
applying an iterative method that converges to the final result
without any other a priori assumptions than a bell-shaped form
for the dopant distribution curve. The possibility to detect dopant
diffusion due to thermal annealing still needs to be assessed. For
the as-implanted samples, a fair agreement with theory was
observed for both presented approaches. Thus SR-based high-
resolution GEXRF method shows a great potential for characteriz-
ing narrow depth distributions.
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